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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for having meI’m thrilled to be hereTalking Emergency Management with my colleagues from IowaThank you for inviting me here and for all of the great work you do every day
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We utter often, like a mantra. Pretty sure you have said it dozens of timesIt is:“all disasters are local”   “all disasters are local” The idea that “all disasters are local refers” to the fact that local governments—some thirty thousand across the country—bear the primary responsibility for disasters Now we know that private citizens, as individuals, also bear some responsibility.  But the boundaries are not always clear and they vary depending on where you are.  Culture plays a huge role.  Personal responsibility in Texas and personal responsibility in Fort Greene Brooklyn are two very different thingsAnother important phrase in our lexicon is “own the job”  If for the sake of argument we say that government is ultimately responsible for disasters, emergency managers say it is our job to “own” the disasterOwnership in this case means accountability. It means taking the initiative even without full authority for the process or the outcomes.  Those who own the disaster must be willing to face the consequences that come with failure. This is what emergency managers do. When everybody else runs away from the disaster, they must run at it
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New York City
9/11/2001−10/14/2021

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And over the past 20 years we have run at dozens, even hundreds of disastersFrom the October 2001 Anthrax attacks to the Flight 587 disaster to the 2010 Christmas blizzard, to the Lexington Avenue after the steam pipe explosion, to heat waves and tower crane collapses to Hurricanes Irene and Sandy. This period was a unique time for us, and for New York, as a never-ending stream of disasters taught us powerful lessons.  I’ll try to provide some of those lessons here this morning But I must warn you, some of this is going to sound strange, sometimes even alarmingAnd I invite your feedback, your thoughts and your criticisms to my way of thinkingBecause its not as if I am rightIn fact, I am subject to enormous biasesFor instance, I am the poster child for the Recallability bias: that is, I am overly influenced by my past experiences 



New York City
9/11/2001

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Especially the one that occurred on a brilliant crystal blue autumn morning in September 2001 When I emerged from the subway station at Church and Chambers streetsJust as I had nearly every day for the prior 10 years, into a world that was utterly unfamiliar Instead of hustle and movement, cars and people were stopped, frozen in place.  Everybody was looking up.So I looked up toAnd I didn’t believe my eyes.  It felt unreal, like being in a movie Many people have experienced the first minutes of a major disaster Some describe a strange feeling, like a plunge into chaosOthers talk about a sense that were looking down at themselves from above That was their mind sensing the change.  Because if there is one thing that I have learned since that day, is that in the early hours of a major disaster, everything is different We are cast out of our orderly and familiar reality into a new one that is anything but That new reality is not just a variation on the theme of everyday life It is not just some fast-moving time—one end of the spectrum, with daily life being the other The disaster is fundamentally different, alien and strange…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Its a parallel universeUnlike our ordered and (sometimes) rational world, in the parallel universe, chaos and confusion reign The normal rules of logic, even basic ones like cause and effect, don’t apply It is a strange place, so strange that it is difficult to describe But to get there you need to leave this ordered and rational world into a new one to face the “raging monster” that is the crisis It could be anything—widespread and all-encompassing, like an E5 tornado slamming into a rural farm town packing 200 mph/ h winds —or focused and devastating, like a white supremacist with an assault rifle attacking a church during Sunday serviceWhatever kind or variety of crisis you find in the parallel universe, it’s useful to understand what the crisis is not The crisis is not an incident It is not a concept, not inanimate It is not random, and it is not benign It is a being, inhuman and flawed, with thoughts and intentions None of those thoughts are good, and all of those intentions are bad The crisis is a dragon that must be slayed—because it wants to destroy you Most normal people are in denial about all of thisWe say that they their lives behind a brick wall of hope
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The brick wall of hope exists in the mind of every normal personBecause it is human nature.  But it’s a different story for us, for the emergency managerWe have a brick wall tooBut in spite of that, we can’t use it to block out the bad stuffBecause that dragon, behind the brick wall That is our adversary.  The disaster zone is our world We get paid to occupy that world, to enter it and to do battle with the crisis 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It is our job to overcome the complacency and to always think, and act, with the worst case scenario in mindThe most important lesson we learned is that the biggest challenge in the disaster business is not money, or aging infrastructure or even climate change Our biggest challenge is the six inch space between our earsThat is the real ground zero, that is where the complacency beginsIt is also where the devastation happensAnd we try to master that 6 inch thick piece of gray matter, we have evolved a unique, emergency management approachIt’s a way of thinking, a mindsetAnd everything I say here today is going to reflect that mindset
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A fierce mindset for a fierce worldOne that helps us to overcome that voice in our heads that says “just turn around and walk away”A mindset that tells us instead to “step up”
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“Everybody's got a plan until 
they get punched in the 
mouth" 

— Mike Tyson, American professional 
boxer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To get into the boxing ring and start punching
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THINK

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start thinking just when clear, rational, thinking becomes the hardest thing in the world
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“If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you,

If you can trust yourself when all doubt you,
But make allowance for their doubting too” 

―
— Rudyard Kipling, If: A Father's Advice to His Son, 1895

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because when everybody else loses it, we have to be the calmest people in the roomThe Brits evoke this with their “stiff upper lip" self-discipline, which popular culture rendered into a British national virtue and character traitThat’s where that “keep calm and carry on”
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“Crisis Mode” Thinking
Negative
Reactive
 Looking inward
Obsessing about what is 

happening/ has happened
Believing the “inner voice”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the parallel universe, some people step down and some step upBut most just freeze Trapped in Crisis ModeThe ones you need are the ones who step upThe natural crisis leadersBut these are rare beastsAlthough you may find them there, you can’t be sureSo we must be the crisis leaders, every time
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Emergency Management Mindset
 Positive
 Proactive
 Expansive situational awareness
 Ignoring “inner voice”
Thinking 3 steps ahead

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not usWe know this place, the parallel universeSo we don’t have to figure it out cast every timeWe know what to expectWe know that we will have to think, not only for ourselvesWe will have to think for everyone else too
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“My job is to tell you things 
you don’t want to hear, 

asking you to spend money 
you don’t have for something 

you don’t believe will ever 
happen” 

— Michael D. Selves                        
Director of Homeland Security and 
Emergency Management, Johnson 

County, Kansas

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even back hereIn the normal worldWhen we are not in the middle of the crisisWe are the ones who must be constantly reminding normal people that it is thereRight thereAnd it is coming
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have to answer the questions that nobody else can answerWe have to imagine the things that nobody else can seeWe have to solve the problems that nobody else can solve To me, that is the value that we bring
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what is our value proposition?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think this is one of our biggest problems as an industryEverywhere you look you’ll see an Emergency Management department that is underresourced But in many ways this is our own faultThis is because we are abysmally bad when it comes to justifying our existenceWe are our own worst enemyWe cannot explain to the boss or to the budget director why what we do is important We cannot articulate our value propositionFor me, that value proposition is our execution So I want to talk about that for my team, in the context of the covid response
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Spotlight on Covid-19 first wave…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Actually just a piece of it, since we are in many ways still “in the job”
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We endured a 42 day climb to the top of the mountain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But for us that first wave was a discrete event that we have had an opportunity to review
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Hospitalized Patients System-Wide (COVID+/PUI)

2020 - covid-19 epidemic curve - NYU Langone Health

In this case, the mountain was a surge of infectious patients
Fierce Emergency Management                                Iowa Homeland Security Conference 2021 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a classic surge incident
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Success Factors in the Enterprise Response to COVID-19
The Institution demonstrated adaptability and resiliency in responding to a rapidly changing environment, including: 

•Repurposing Emergency Department space and inpatient beds across the Institution to address a rapid surge in COVID patients 
•Redeploying thousands of staff to provide patient care, enable new support teams, and provide support to frontline staff
•Updating policies and processes in response to constantly evolving information and needs related to COVID-19
•Responding to a surge in demand for critical care supplies and Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) coupled with supply shortages in the market
•Moving employees to remote work with little notice or preparation

Adaptability 
and 

Resiliency

To solve for critical issues related to the crisis, cross-functional Task Forces, Work Groups and meetings were set up across the Institution, enabling 
swift and informed decision-making; some examples include:

•Twice daily ELG meetings, with representation from the Hospital, School of Medicine and Corporate areas
•A Surge Space Task Force comprised of EM+ER, IPC, Hospital Operations, RED+F, Nursing, Medicine and P3 to identify inpatient surge space options 
•Collaboration between Clinical Engineering, Facilities, Supply Chain, MCIT, and others to enable swift conversion of units to negative pressure
•Collaborations between EH&S, IPC and Supply Chain to evaluate PPE prior to purchase and ensure appropriate and compliant protection

Collaboration

Technology was utilized to track key metrics related to the pandemic throughout the Institution, allow in-house patients to stay connected, provide 
access to ambulatory care remotely and educate medical students; examples include:

•Development of a COVID dashboard, allowing the Institution to track key metrics of the crisis in real time and make informed decisions
•Use of MyChart Bedside Mobile, allowing patients to stay connected to their families with timely communication and clinical information updates
•Swift ramp-up of telehealth services, creating availability of Virtual Urgent Care 24/7 and virtual visits with FGP providers
•Shifting of the medical school curriculum to 100% remote delivery

Use of 
Technology

The Institution displayed creativity in developing innovative approaches for delivering care, improving patient and family experiences and 
researching the virus, including:

•Development of a manual four-step technique for proning patients early in the pandemic and establishing an ICU prone team available 24/7 
•Development of a novel percutaneous tracheostomy dilational technique (PDT) to mitigate the risk of aerosolization and improve patient outcomes
•Establishment of the Patient and Family Resource Center to communicate with patient families while visitor restrictions were in place
•Launch of 193 clinical studies and 133 translation projects related to COVID-19, including Vaccine Center collaborations with Lily and Pfizer 

Innovation 

Executive Summary

A myriad of factors enabled a successful response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Several factors, all of which were executed by the incredible team who are dialed into this meeting, enabled what we consider to be a successful response
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Hospital reconfiguration timelines demonstrated the hospitals’ ability to convert units on a daily basis to accommodate COVID patients in ED, acute, 
and ICU settings.

Overview of Hospital Reconfiguration Timelines

Excerpt from Manhattan’s Submission (full timeline in Appendix B) Excerpt from Brooklyn’s Submission (full timeline in Appendix B)

Excerpt from NYU Winthrop’s Submission (full timeline in Appendix B)

Including an ability to remake our hospitals in real time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like the way medicine, nursing, IPC, hospital ops, regulatory, facilities, engineering, CTC all came together to completely remake our hospitals in real-time
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Tisch/ Kimmel
• 120 ICU Attendings, APPs, Residents and Supplemental
• 727 ICU RNs
• 151 Acute Attendings, Acute APPs, Acute Residents, and 

Acute Supplemental
• 644 Acute RNs
• 154 Respiratory Therapists

LOH
• 14 Attendings and APPs

NYU Langone Brooklyn
• 51 ICU Attendings, ICU Fellows, and Residents
• 154 ICU RNs
• 77 Acute Attendings, APPs, Residents and Supplemental
• 214 Acute RNs
• 59 Respiratory Therapists

Winthrop
• 55 Hospitalists and Nocturnalists
• 22 Intensivists
• 35 Physician Assistants (Acute and ICU)
• 100 Respiratory Therapists

At their peaks, each campus had the following staffing 
levels for Physicians and Allied Health Professionals: 

Example of NYULB’s Staff Redeployments (Non-Nursing)

Example of Manhattan’s Staff Redeployments (Non-Nursing)

Staffing Levels and Redeployments

And the ability to get right person in right place at right time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And enable a nimbleness of staffing postures to get the right person in the right place at the right time
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Leadership: Planning and Decision-Making

5-Step Incident Management Process

 Watch Monitor emergency radios, alert systems and breaking news 24/7

 Size-Up Investigate threat to understand potential impacts and timing1

 Notify Transmit initial Incident Notification to First Call Roster or All Staff2

 Activate Convene remote or in-person Ops Brief

 Operate Commence emergency operations

Our success meant the execution of our core process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because Emergency Management does not provide world-class patient-care research or educationOur role is secondary, but it does bring some valueFor evolving incidents, it consists of an incident management overlay, that alters the speed at which information is gathered and decisions madeWe (1) keep watch for threats; We (2) size-up the threat (when it is identified) for potential impacts to people, facilities or critical servicesWe (3) notify everybody with an ownership stake in the situation; We (4) activate a crisis team (the incident organization) to gain situational awareness, determine course of action, roles/responsibilities and battle rhythm and We (5) lead that team through emergency operations until the incident is resolved.
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2/14
ED surge spaces 
at Tisch built out

24

Incident Timeline
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Hospitalized Patients System-Wide (COVID+/PUI)

1/23
NYULH holds first 
coronavirus task 
force meeting 

3/11
NYULB first 
COVID patient

2/10
Work begins on ED 
surge space at 
Augustana

2/26
NYULH establishes 
program to conserve 
N95 respirators

3/9
Respiratory 
cohort spaces 
built Tisch ED

3/12
Acute/ICU 
respiratory cohort 
established at 
NYULB

3/16
Elective surgeries 
cancelled

3/29
Tisch receives 55 
additional ventilators; 
NYULB receives 40 

3/25
LOH 
accepts 
transfers

4/2
Winthrop converts 
entire ED to 
negative pressure

4/22
Winthrop 
discharges 
750th patient

5/7
NYULB discharges 850th

COVID patient

4/29
Tisch discharges its 
1000th COVID patient

5/4
Medically urgent and 
necessary procedures 
resume

4/6
Traveler RNs arrive at Winthrop & 10 
agency RTs on-boarded at NYULB

3/1
White House declares national 
state of emergency

3/3
Winthrop first 
COVID patient

3/7
NYS declares 
state of 
emergency 

3/13
Tisch first 
COVID patient

5/29
LOH discharges its 425th

COVID patient

All three campuses began preparing for COVID-19 in January 2020, starting with planning meetings and development of protocols and action plans, and 
moving quickly to implementation of policies, reassignment of staff, expansion of testing services, and conversion of spaces.

1/08
NYULH convenes 
executive TTX with 
coronavirus scenario

3/2
All business 
travel 
prohibited

And our Emergency Management mindset

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But for this incident in particular, we believe that our greatest value, above all else, was the Emergency Management mindset that we brought to the job
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That applied a reasonable worst-case expectation
Fierce Emergency Management                                Iowa Homeland Security Conference 2021 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And that mindset means that we did not sit back and waitWe used the gift of time that China gave us during its initial lockdown in January and February 
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31 December 2019
Outbreak in Wuhan 
reported to WHO

21
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We properly assessed the risk

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We were keeping watch, and, as soon as we saw what was happening in WuhanWe acted, with a reasonable worst case expectation
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31 December 2019
Outbreak in Wuhan 
reported to WHO
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And used the time we were given

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We initiated a number of actions early to help to activate the enterprise for the threat
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31 December 2019
Outbreak in Wuhan 
reported to WHO
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Chinese gov’t locks 
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Trump bans entry if 
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8 January
High Consequence Pathogen 

Response Team test
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Executive Tabletop 
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To prepare for it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To us, this was the most important phase of the incident Before we got our first infectious patient on March 5To think three steps ahead to be ready  To convened the levels of the enterpriseTo signal that this incident, although seemingly far off and remote, was in reality a serious threat.  
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Executive Tabletop
January 8, 2020

We put ourselves in the job

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And then we put ourselves there, in the job, to size it up
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“First and foremost, we have to halt the spread of this 
disease inside our hospitals 

Second, and no less important, we have to protect our 
staff, faculty, students, patients, families and visitors 

Third, we have to tell everybody inside the organization 
what is going on, what it means to them, what they 
should be doing right now

Fourth, we have to have a clear story that we are 
telling externally about why it is safe to come here and 
to be here

Fifth, we have to make adjustments to our hospital 
operations to account for this new normal  

Sixth, we need to prepare all of our hospitals, Article 
28s and doctors offices for a surge in patients from the 
wider outbreak

To activate an enterprise response
Executive Tabletop
January 8, 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the face of an unpredictable crisis, instead of waiting, we used the gift of timeWe did everything possible to be ready to confront the disaster
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Emergency Operations Center

NYU Winthrop 
Hospital

NYU Langone 
Hospital -
Brooklyn

Tisch, Kimmel 
and LOH 
Hospital

Agile, data-informed, decision-making and response across the enterprise were enabled by integrated leadership communication and planning

Board of Trustees

IPC Clinical Task Force

Workforce Management & 
Labor Pool

Strategic Level

Executive Leadership GroupDean/ CEO

Surge Space Task Force

Legal and Regulatory Affairs

Department and Unit Huddles

Asset Management Working 
Group

Schools of Medicine/ 
Research Working Groups

Leadership: Planning and Decision-Making

Tactical Level

Operations Level

Enterprise Coordination

Emergency Operations Center

Coordination enabled nimbleness as the threat evolved

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our nimble organization learned and evolved constantly, from constantly updating safety protocols to changing the use of hospital spaces
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Agile, data-informed, decision-making and response across the enterprise were enabled by integrated leadership communication and planning

Departments and Task Forces

Strategic Level

Executive Leadership

Unit Huddles

Leadership: Planning and Decision-Making

Tactical Level

Operations Level

Enterprise Coordination

With an expedited tempo to surface challenges for resolution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Op Tempo evolved through a series of transitions, from a weekly meeting to a situation room to an EOC to multiple EOCsA key concept of NIMS is the “Planning P” and it is shown here overlaid on the levels    This process continued around the clock for the duration of the responseBut add value, we had to take an ownership stake in the problem That term ownership is critical in the parallel universe
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katrina story

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In my book, Moment of Truth, I tell the story of Matt Metaire (Matt Kallmyer)New Orleans’ deputy emergency preparedness director As he navigates through the chaos of his dimly lit Emergency Operations Center on the ninth floor of the city’s chief administrative offices in downtown New Orleans on the morning of August 30, 2005 [read story]
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Who owned the job?

a) The local government, led by Ray Nagin Jr., Mayor of New Orleans, Louisiana

b) The state government, led by Kathleen Blanco, Governor of Louisiana 

c) The federal government, led by George W Bush, President of the United States

d) None of the above

e) All of the above

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I tell this story because, having managed the New York City EOC for dozens of disastersI know that the Local EOC is the epicenter of every catastrophe, and in those early days after Hurricane Katrina made landfall, the New Orleans EOC was the busiest place on earthThrough the long, hot days of late August, the crisis had been biding its time, gathering strength to hit New Orleans with a chaotic mix intended to disrupt critical infrastructure—power, levees, roadways, food, medical and sanitation services, housing, you name it—in unique and unprecedented waysMatt Metaire and his team struggled with a multitude of issues in those early days of the crisisBut where was that help? Where was the cavalry when New Orleans needed it?Although FEMA had deployed its Emergency Response Team to the State of Louisiana’s Emergency Operations Center before Katrina made landfall, it was unable to combine forces with the StateIn a similar way, the State was unable to combine forces with the City of NOLA.  In those crucial early hours, when we needed to get big enough fast enough to manage the surge in human needs that the crisis brought, there were several response organizations working in parallel, all but disconnected from each other, working at cross purposes – and losing time. Unfortunately for the affected community-the seniors, individuals with disabilities, children and families- government was essentially flat-footedIts ability to get into the field and to meet their needs across the entire affected area was days, in some cases weeks, awayThose who own the disaster must be willing to face the consequences that come with failure. This is what government must doWhen everybody else runs away from the disaster, it must run at it.Its ultimately responsible for & accountable for what gets done & doesn’t get done
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
With that in mind, lets talk about another big jobOne that is slightly nearer and dearer to usAnd ask the same question
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Who owned the job?

a) The local government 

b) The state government

c) The federal government

d) None of the above

e) All of the above

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who took the lead to coordinate the coronavirus response?Who made us feel like we were all in the same boatAnd rowing in the same direction?Because the parallel universe is our worldAnd navigating through it is our job
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Despite the physical transformation that takes place Despite the hardships that we encounter thereDespite the confusion and fear and chaosWe have to be functional and effective from the instant we step inside it Because that is our jobBecause everybody else (who isn’t a police officer or firefighter or EMT) Has been in denial about itAnd the instant they are cast into they start looking around for help And guess who they are looking for?And their expectation is that  will be there to  help them The other thing I have learned from 20 years in the greatest city in the world Is that in spite of all of the progress we think we have made, As a nation, our preparedness for the catastrophic threat is little changed today
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we can’t get big enough fast enough

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We call it the “speed to scale” challenge, and it remains our biggest problem For people like us in the disaster business, it means failure and humiliationFor the affected community—seniors, DAFN, children, and families—it means sufferingThe crisis understands thisIts surge is a chaotic mix specifically designed to disrupt critical infrastructure—power, water, food, medicine, sanitation, housing, you name it—in unique and unprecedented waysTo counter this, it’s not enough for us to do a lot of things very quicklyBecause human needs cannot wait, we have to be able to do nothing less than everything all at once Because the crisis surges, we must surge tooWe need to get big enough fast enough to manage a tsunami of issues in its early hoursAt this point, the normal people in the room are asking themselves, OK… 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
HOW?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Well, I do it by convening an incident organization, a great machine
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
That connects everyone together
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4 | peel the onion
what needs to be done right now?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It connects agencies and operational teams together in the EOC
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To the decision-makers in the briefing room
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
and to the first responders and relief workers on the ground But I won’t stop thereBecause many in this business think that this is enough They think that this is our job To turn on the EOCAll we have to do is turn it on and get all of those butts in those chairs……and magic will happenanother word for magicWell I have another word for magic
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co·or·di·na·tion
/kōˌôrdnˈāSH(ə)n/
noun

1. the organization of the different elements 
of a complex body or activity so as to 
enable them to work together effectively.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Its called coordinationMagic will happen, if I, the emergency manager, lead the coordination, in the form of three very simple tasks 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Manage information Manage resources Manage consequencesAnd in a catastrophic disaster its hard to overstate the difficulty of even one of these tasks, let alone all threeSo here we areAs emergency managers Our job is toGet the right information in the right place at the right time Get the right stuff in the right place at the right timeFind and solve problems That is our job Everything else is not�So our primary challenge during any large-scale disaster 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is how to get big enough fast enough
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
to manage that spike in demand for these tasks that emerges in the early hours and days
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what surging is not

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We own the disasterWe don’t need a new organizational model to deal with the unique challenges that we face in the parallel universeWe have the right organizational modelWe need to get better at scaling it and bringing it Our job is to provide effectivenessTo commit and deliver, for every type of disaster
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To own the people issues“We have a responsibility…to protect our most vulnerable citizens: our children, seniors, people with disabilities. That is our moral obligation.”To always and everywhere convey an intimate understanding of their situation. Every message must include a detailed picture of what people are seeing, feeling, thinking, and experiencingBut the landscape is changing right out from under our feetOur role is to create order out of chaos, but the chaos is growingEven back here, in our ordered and rational world 
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NYC

51

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lets take my world, for exampleNormal people see a megacity, with enormous assets and great strengthsBut as we have seen over the past 12 months, those great strengths can quickly be transformed into great vulnerabilities
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World-class strengths alongside significant 
vulnerabilities and continuing threats
• 8.4 million residents
• Complex geography of 800 square kilometers of land on 3 

islands and a peninsula
• Population of Manhattan doubles (from 1.5 million to 3 

million people) every business day
• Sustained by an intricate web of interconnected, overtaxed 

and aging critical infrastructure systems
• Faces significant natural, man-made and technological 

threats

$1.13 TRILLION GDP 8.4 MILLION
RESIDENTS 51 MILLION ANNUAL
TOURISTS 2,800,000 DAILY COMMUTERS
6 MILLION DAILY SUBWAY PASSENGERS 3
MILLION DAILY BUS PASSENGERS 92.4
MILLION ANNUAL AIR TRAVELERS 950
COMMERCIAL VESSELS IN NEW YORK
HARBOR 22 UNDERWATER RAIL
TUNNELS 61 HOSPITALS 182 NURSING
HOMES 21 US MILITARY INSTALLATIONS
600 CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS 200,000
BUSINESSES 1/3 OF NATION’S LARGEST
MEDIA COMPANIES UNITED NATIONS
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE WALL
STREET BROOKLYN BRIDGE STATUE OF
LIBERTY ELLIS ISLAND EMPIRE STATE
BUILDING TWO MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL STADIUMS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eight and a half million people are packed into just 300 square miles of dry land here…with a complex geography that rises a mere 50 feet above the waterlineIts three islands and peninsula are tied together by whisker-thin bridges and tunnels and an aging mass transit system that is breaking records for ridership
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Faces significant natural, man-
made and technological threats

Animal/ Crop Disease
Dam Failure
Drought
Earthquake
Expansive Soils
Extreme Heat
Flash Flooding
Grass/ Wildland Fire
HAZMAT Incident
Human Disease

Infrastructure Failure
Levee Failure
River Flooding
Sinkholes/Landslide
Structural Fire
Lightning/Hail
Tornado
Transportation Incident
Windstorm
Winter Storm

 Covers 56,273 square miles
 Population of just over 3 million 
people
 Borders Minnesota, South Dakota, 
Nebraska, Missouri, Illinois and 
Wisconsin
 Has more than 67 million chickens 
that lay almost 15 billion eggs a year 
 Gross state product of 169.53 billion 
U.S. dollars
 Largest exporter of soybeans ($3.6b), 
pork ($2.0b) and corn ($1.7b)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although from the looks of it, Iowa is a very different place,Iowa too is a threat rich environment
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
It needs resources and services—electricity, food, fuel, water, data, transportation, money, healthcare— to keep it aliveA vast critical infrastructure has evolved to do thisIntricate web of interconnected systems—a system of systems—supercharged with massive computing power and complex mathematical algorithmsThese algorithms create an artificial intelligence, or AIAlso known as machine learning, AI makes our critical infrastructure “smart”And, over the past couple of decades, business and industry have leveraged AI to transform their businessesDriven largely by a single-minded pursuit of efficiency—Because the most efficient player in a market economy inevitably becomes the most powerful one But efficiency comes with a downside
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irresilience

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And we are seeing that nowFrom microchips to workers to fuel, the world is running short on just about everything. The pundits are attributing this to the pandemicBut the truth is that inevitable catastrophe is embedded within these super efficient systems They contain the seeds of their own destruction; with only a tiny, random tremor needed to trigger a major collapseAI, Internet of Things, self-driving vehicles, nanotechnology, quantum computing, biotechnology, combine to make life better for usBut beneath every bright control panel lurks a dark downside—because no matter how smart a system may be, it gets really dumb when it breaks
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“There’s not a single 
aspect of our lives—

heating, food, fuel, 
communications, 

medical care, and the 
list goes on—that’s 

not intimately tied to 
a network of 

machinery that can be 
readily disabled by a 

squirrel” 

— Adam Stone

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The problem is that they are making all of us dumber tooAs these systems become more sophisticated, they are robbing us of a wide range of our specialized skills From bookkeeping to parking cars to even diagnosing medical conditionsThe RAND Corporation calls this the deskilling effectThis growing reliance on automation that saps our collective resilience, continues to accelerateMassive investments by Google, Amazon, and others have resulted in breakthroughs in AI technologies that we have not even begun to come to grips withAccording to RAND, the tendency toward automation in all aspects of 21st-century life will grow The speed and scope of the impacts of automation will be “significant and unprecedented,” he saysAs we spend our days luxuriating in the comfort our modern critical infrastructure provides—we grow increasingly vulnerable to its disruption
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Figure 1 – A Universe of Risk[2]

we need to change 
our mindset

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because the mindset of the public does not include the parallel universeOurs has to do it for them We need a different mindsetThat embraces, rather than denies, the parallel universe The problem is that emergency managers are human too We struggle with that same brick wallWe owe it to the people we serve to prevail in that struggleTo battle harden ourselvesTo know that we are not normal people, we not of this world
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are ambassadors from that parallel universe A Fierce place that requires a Fierce mindsetWe need to keep that Fierce mindset in this worldAnd measure every assumption, every claim, against the rigors of chaosNever trust the IT guys who tell you how protected their systems are The more protected they say it is, the more vulnerable we know it isNever trust the engineers who tell you how reliable their machines areThe more they say it can’t break, the more we know it surely willNever trust the scientists who tell you how smart their algorithms are Because we know that their smart systems get really dumb when they break Listen skeptically to the predictions of weather forecasters, make them tell you what is the worst that the storm can doYou are not paid to be an optimist. So always think, and act, worst case
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Figure 1 – A Universe of Risk[2]

you are not paid to be 
an optimist

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You’re not a statistician, so stop debating probabilitiesKnow that the crisis is coming and concentrate on consequencesOur why is the moment of truth:Yet we emergency managers seem to avoid it at all costs We run away from itWe own the parallel universe
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Yet spend all of our days sitting in meetings in this world Making unrealistic assumptionsAsking the same old questionsSpeaking the same tired platitudes (“culture of resilience” “whole community”)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the katrina story, the calm of FEMA “command post” contrasts starkly with the chaos at the New Orleans EOC Although FEMA had deployed its emergency response team to the state ofLouisiana’s EOC before Katrina made landfall, it was unable to combine forces with the state In a similar way, the state was unable to combine forces with the city of New OrleansWe don’t want to own the disasterThis is bad news for the affected community—the seniors, individuals with disabilities, children, and families—trapped in the parallel universeFEMA tells the President that the Governor owns it The Governor says all disasters are localAnd the local struggles with no Emergency Management bandwidth to execute the coordination mission So we all point away from ourselves to the public�Trying to convince them to peer beyond their own brick wall of hope even though this is an unnatural act and flies in the face of their human natureSo much wasted effort
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“The old emergency 
management tends to be 
disaster driven…

…its focus is response and 
recovery, with a narrow focus 

on technical capabilities”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are an immature profession that Even before Covid-19 Found itself at a critically important crossroadAnd in the midst of a vigorous debate 
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There's no such thing as a 'natural' 
disaster

…the new emergency 
management is driven by hazard 

mitigation 

And is part of a holistic system 
connected to the broader 

concerns of community 
planning”

“There's no such thing as a 
'natural' disaster…

Source: “A Strategic Overview of the ‘New’ Emergency Management”, Robert O. Schneider, Ph.D., University of North Carolina at Pembroke

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In academia, social media, in our offices and operations centersAbout how to move our profession into the future And what direction that future liesThese diverse voices are so important And I’m going to add my voice to the debateBut its just that, one voiceAnd a not particularly diverse one at that
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
 But in my view, our mission space is no longer the field, with its defined boundaries and command post and incident commanderIts much more complicated than thatThe disaster zone occupies a parallel universe in the physical worldBut is also occupies a parallel universe in the mind 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And the devastation there, the issues and problems are in some ways even more vastAnd I’d like to say that we are just coming to grips with them, but I’m not sure that we areAs the outlines of the end of the emergency phase of the pandemic start to emerge off in the distanceExperts are also anticipating a long-term impact on people’s mental health.
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42% of people have 
experienced a decline in 

mental health. Specifically, 
67% of people are 

experiencing increases in 
stress while 57% have 

increased anxiety, and 54% are 
emotionally exhausted. 53% of 

people are sad, 50% are 
irritable, 28% are having 

trouble concentrating… 

Source: Qualtrics, SAP, and Mind Share Partners , 14 April 2020, accessed at 
https://www.qualtrics.com/blog/confronting-mental-health/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For some people, the feelings of anxiety and depression that emerged during the pandemic will resolve—But many many will face new or worse mental health issues that persist or even appear down the road, a number that could be quite large given the magnitude of despair and disruption. That burden, however big, stands to put an even greater strain on an already stretched mental health system.“In the best of times, there is untreated mental illness but with this pandemic, “the entire country” is affected
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
And, as we know, our front-line workers are at particular riskBecause of their repeated exposure to trauma and traumatic events including death
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For mental health conditions including PTSD
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For which they all too often don’t seek help
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
First and foremost, from my perspective are the front-line healthcare workersThe real tip of the spearThey have been in the trenches of the coronavirus pandemic for 20 monthsAnd they’re hurting, with a high prevalence of stress, burnout, and secondary traumatic stress due to the nature of their work.  But our health care workers show a remarkable resiliency throughout their daily workMy organization, NYU Langone Health, recognized the need for creative strategies to support the emotional wellbeing of our health care workersAnd we provide a multitude of overlapping support programs, including internal and external mental health, emotional and spiritual support services, including a program that we call Code LavendarExcept that I feel like we are just scratching the surface
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
But nurses aren’t the only ones who are hurting Even Emergency Managers are in a bad place these daysAfter nearly 2 years in non-stop crisis mode we are exhaustedBut many of us are dispirited too.  They feel ignored, cast aside and undervaluedBut now is the time to turn it aroundWe need to seize the moment to enact changeTo embark on a path to a new era Of proficiency, performance and technical excellence Where our impact grows immeasurablyWhere we show the value that we bring, to our organizations and to society, And it is recognized and rewarded (ie funded)And we begin to be right-sized and add more value and a virtuous cycle ensues But to get there we have to know our value propositionAnd execute on it 24/7/365
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conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because there are no rules in the parallel universethere are no political boundaries in the parallel universe There are only questions with no answersWho’s in charge? Where is the cavalry?Who will help the seniors, the individuals with disabilities, the children and families who are trapped inside the parallel universe?We need to know what will happen, who is going to do it, and where we are going to get all of the stuff we will needBecause the nature of the catastrophe is that it will start suddenly and with great intensity, with the biggest problems and greatest needs coming in its earliest hoursThese early hours—the so-called golden hours—will be a time of maximum chaos The actions we take then will determine our fate
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There can be no timidity thenIF we are to usher in that new eraOf performance and technical excellence Where we have impactThen we must be FierceWe must show an intense focus; an aggressiveness and intensity Emergency managers are usually the nicest people in the room, we have a reputation for thatBut that’s in the normal world



Kelly.McKinney@nyulangone.org
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the normal world, everybody loves the nice emergency managerBut in the parallel universe, we owe it to the people we serve to be the Fierce one 

mailto:Kelly.McKinney@nyulangone.org
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